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The Last Church Epistle of  2020  

Happy New Year Church!  

 Are you a person who makes resolutions? Do you set goals or intentions for the year 

coming up? Perhaps you reject the whole idea as arbitrary or a custom.  

 Whatever your point of  view on beginning a new year, the one thing I am quite certain 

of  is that you have a point of  view about the new year and resolutions, etc. Even if  your new 

year begins on Labor Day (hello teachers and students) and this is just a midwinter break. Even 

if  you celebrate a more personal new year based on your birthday, or a significant life event 

anniversary. 

 Near my birthday last August, I was inspired to post Jerimiah 29:10 on the bulletin 

board I face as I write. “The Lord declares, ‘I know the plans I have in mind for you; they are 

plans for peace not disaster, to give you a future filled with hope.’” There is no need for a new 

verse for 2021. I am still trying to fully embrace that one. Perhaps I will pick a new one in 

August 2021.  

 One thing that strikes me today about Jeremiah 29:10 is that there are no words 

beginning with RE in it. Two books related only by the fact that I am reading both the same 

week—one theologyi, the other organizational theoryii—both observed that in our daily 

speech most English words that begin with RE have to do with resetting our lives. Not just 

resetting either. Words like resolution, remember, resolve, reorder, resume . . .. It is a fairly long 

list, 128 words in my paperback desktop dictionary. “Re” at the beginning of  a word is defined 

as “back, again, or anew.”iii 

 But the Lord said to Jeremiah and to us, “I know the plans I have in mind for you . . ..” 

Well, last time I looked in the mirror, I did not see God’s face looking back. But I did see the 

face of  a person God loves, someone for whom God has plans in mind. The same thing was 

true the last time you looked in the mirror.  

 As people for whom God has a plan, what do we do with making resolutions, setting 

goals, or holding intentions?   

 As a preacher I mull on this a lot as part of  the “So what?” question every good 

sermon needs to be a sermon and not a lecture. Sometimes the “So what?” is subtle and 



implied on purpose so you can make it your own. Other times, like now, the “So what?” is 

there in plain English, giving you an answer that works.  

 As a Christian, my best resolutions, goals, and intentions all come out of  seeking God’s 

plan for my life and making the changes that work to make God’s plan my reality. My ongoing 

intentions are to be more like Christ on this date one year from now, and that where I live is 

better because I passed through in my quest to imitate Christ.  While I have both wandered 

and refined these intentions over the years, they have remained my intentions ever since my 

decision in high school to attend a Christian college and take the path God set before me from 

there.  

 Sometimes my intentions lead to a resolve to make a change in my habits to become 

more like Christ. This can be a resolution to break a bad habit—overspending was once big on 

the list. Or this can be a resolution to adopt a new habit—consistently practicing first fruit 

giving was a resolution that is now my habit. As a habit, it does not require resolve. So, this year 

my resolution is to support Operation Help directly from my windfall income in addition to 

my First Fruit Giving that supports our church.  

 From my resolutions I now set SMART goals. SMART is an anacronym for Specific, 

Measurable, Achievable or Attainable, Relevant, and Time bound. My 2021 SMART goal for 

money is to give a minimum of 10% of my windfall income—$60 of  the $600 federal 

stimulus money this week, from my tax returns and honoraria as the year unfolds—to 

Operation Help.  

 Hopefully, you can see how my intention to be more like Christ and to make where I 

live better, leads to a resolve to support a charity in Hudson directly, and a goal to do that for 

Operation Help with the minimum of a tithe of  my 2021 windfall income. This does not 

change my current habit of  First Fruit Giving to our church—but adds to the good I do as I 

reside (another RE word) in Hudson. 

 I invite you to join me as I embrace the plans God has for your life as an individual and 

our shared life as a church. We do not know what 2021 will hold, but we do know that God 

has a plan for us that we can help make reality as we make this trip around the sun.  

 Grace abounds!  

 Rev. Dawn  

i The Question That Never Goes Away, Philip Yancey (Zondervan 2017) 
ii Better than Before, Gretchen Rubin (Broadway Books 2015) 
iii P. 257 Webster’s New Dictionary and Thesaurus (Wiley Publishing, 2002)  

                                           


